
IPSY COM CASE STUDY

Special thanks to Ipsy's Spencer McClung and to Startups for their contributions to this case study. Ipsy is a vertically
integrated beauty.

Phan has written a book and is developing a premium video network and music label, but Ipsy demands most
of her attentionâ€”and brings in the most money. The idea is to develop a whole stable full of Phan-level gurus
promoting and creating content, who, in turn, will draw in and help retain subscribers. Ipsy's value proposition
is to give customers high quality, personalized makeup and beauty products for a low price. Step Two: Send
invitations to 10 of your friends inviting them to sign up. They could get a new bag every month that was
worth five times the amount they paid for it. Thanks to this strong revenue stream, the company is able to
re-invest those profits into their studio side. In that case, the company retains intellectual capital -- the growth
learnings that can be reapplied to new content and influencers. The job of content marketing is to sharpen their
awareness around that problem and then to offer trustworthy information about possible solutions but not
necessarily branded ones. Ipsy's marketing plan is great, they are not the ones doing the marketing, but their
customers are doing it for them. This made Ipsy especially well-positioned to help beauty brands put their
products in front of consumers: Companies could pay to put samples in Glam Bags and have these influential
creators show their viewers how to use them. Its bet: that as the cosmetics industry grows ever more
decentralized, Ipsy will emerge as the go-to source for beauty advice and intelligence. Now you may be
thinking, this is a cool idea, but I don't want to go through all these steps. We have a pretty complicated
process of matching the brands with the creators and making sure that it's real and natural in order to prevent
this. It sounds like a great idea right? I would much rather subscribe to BoxyCharm, its a better bang for your
buck. The beauty business, says McClung, is by its very nature brand-driven. How Ipsy sources influencers 5.
She was able to spot talented bloggers and help grow their audience. Even if the influencer walks out the door,
a smart company will have honed and perhaps codified their growth process along the path from 30, to ,
Influencers continue to create their own content and editorial outside of Ipsy, without much nudging from the
mothership that employs them. Ipsy helps all content creators who are interested in participating, no matter
how small, offering them space in the official studio to do their videos and providing resources such as tax
advice. Open Studios has become a selling point of its own, and Ipsy uses it as a way to reach more creators in
Los Angeles where the media program is based, as well as in other locations around the world. But the real
challenge was customization. This month, Ipsy hit a 2. Dual distribution centers in Charlotte, N. But Ipsy is
not just subscription product; the company is also a content business offering a unique and hard-to-copy
solution to the billion-dollar cosmetics industry -- authentic yet high production review-style content with
hundreds of millions of measurable impressions. It starts with how you structure the relationship itself. To
Camberos, the secret to its success was not to be distracted by the subscription part of the business, but to
focus on the bigger problems in the beauty industry that needed to be tackled with innovative solutions. To
further enhance the customer experience, the company recently launched Glam Bag Plus, featuring full-size
beauty products, and continues to innovate its ecommerce sales channel, ipsy Shopper. While this is a once in
a lifetime opportunity for them, Ipsy also benefits from their celebrity both by having them do tutorials about
the products in the Glam Bags, and making money from ads and events that feature them. Ipsy has created a
modernized, and more distributed, model of what the beauty industry is already doing. These individuals sign
a three-year contract with Ipsy, where they are paid a salary and given opportunities to work with brands.


